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Abstract: Time reversal (TR) is the process of generating a spatio-temporal focus at a probe source
(PS) location by transmitting a time-reversed version of a received signal. While TR focusing requires
the PS for a coherent acoustic focus at its origin, the requirement of the PS has been partially
relaxed by the introduction of the concept of a virtual source array (VSA) (J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
2009, 125, 3828–3834). A VSA can serve as a remote platform or lens and redirect a focused field
to a selected location beyond the VSA for which the field is assumed as a homogeneous medium
with constant sound speed. The objective of this study is to extend VSA-based single TR focusing
to simultaneous multiple focusing. This is achieved using the optimization theory by employing
the multiple constraints method derived from a constraint matrix, which consists of appropriately
synchronized transfer functions. Through numerical simulations, it is found that simultaneous
multiple focusing can be achieved with distortionless response at selected multiple locations, and
its performance degrades in the presence of sound speed mismatch. For achieving robust multiple
focusing in the mismatch environment, singular value decomposition is applied to obtain the weight
vector (i.e., backpropagation vector) that best approximates the column vectors of the constraint
matrix. Numerical simulation results show that VSA-based multiple TR focusing using SVD is not a
method to simultaneously focus on multiple locations, but a method of constructing a field which
robustly passes through multiple locations in sound speed mismatch environment.
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1. Introduction

Over the last several decades, time reversal (TR) processing has been extensively studied in various
fields [1–3]. In TR processing, a transmitted probe signal is received at an array of source-receive
elements, which is referred to as a time-reversal mirror (TRM), and the received signal is time reversed
to be backpropagated into the medium. If the propagation medium is static, TR processing results in
coherent acoustic focusing (or pulse compression) at the probe source (PS) location where the signal
was generated. One of the main advantages of TR processing is generating a focused field without
a-priori knowledge about the propagation medium (i.e., self-adaptive) because of the TR invariance of
the wave equation.

The adaptive time-reversal mirror (ATRM), proposed by Kim et al. [4], backpropagates the weight
vector obtained as the optimal solution of an objective function with a single imposed constraint. It can
focus distortionless response at a single location while simultaneously forming nulls by minimizing
the total reception power at different arbitrary locations. The ATRM can be applied directly to selective
focusing on a weak target [4] and to underwater multiuser communications to mitigate cross talk [5].
By extension, multiple TR focusing based on adaptive methods was proposed for the long range
underwater communication [6] and stable focusing in a fluctuating ocean environment [7].
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However, a practical limitation of TR processing is the requirement of a PS to obtain
a spatio-temporal focus at the PS location; this is the primary weakness of TR processing. Virtual
source array (VSA)-based TR focusing, which was proposed by Walker et al. [8], was designed to
perform TR focusing without the requirement of a PS and provide a resolution comparable to that of
conventional TR focusing. The basic idea is that a-priori sampled (or measured) transfer functions
between the TRM and VSA are appropriately time delayed prior to backpropagation from the TRM.
These functions are referred to as synchronized transfer functions. Consequently, the backpropagated
field is steered over the VSA to a selected location for which the transfer function is unknown.

The objective of this study is to extend the VSA-based single TR focusing to simultaneous
multiple focusing at arbitrarily selected locations. To achieve this, the multiple constraints method
(MCM) [9] is applied by imposing a set of constraints in the formulation of the weight vector
(i.e., backpropagation vector). Then, the detailed response of VSA-based multiple TR focusing to sound
speed mismatch is examined. Further, singular value decomposition (SVD) [7,10] is applied to achieve
robust VSA-based multiple TR focusing in the sound speed mismatch environment. It was found
that a wavefield is created to pass through multiple locations, but not necessarily at the same time.
As multiple TR focusing without the VSA is applicable only when two-way propagation is involved
(i.e., at least one physical PS is needed), which extends its applicability to underwater communications
or focal-spot broadening to achieve stable focusing, our approach can be more attractive in these
practical applications because one-way propagation can only be used in implementing multiple
focusing at arbitrarily selected locations beyond the VSA, if a-priori measured transfer functions
between the TRM and VSA are updated at regular intervals, e.g., a week [3].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews VSA-based single
TR focusing. In Section 3, the approach is extended to simultaneous multiple focusing using
the adaptive method, where the backpropagation vector is obtained with multiple constraints.
In Section 4, the performance of VSA-based multiple TR focusing is compared based on two different
profiles (isovelocity and downward-refracting) via numerical simulations in an ocean waveguide.
The robustness of the method is investigated in the presence of sound speed mismatch in Section 5,
followed by a summary in Section 6.

2. Review of VSA-Based TR Focusing

The details of the applications of the VSA concept in TR focusing can be found in Refs. [8,11,12].
This section summarizes VSA-based single TR focusing. The phase-conjugated (or time-reversed) field
at a field location,~r, in a frequency domain can be written as

p(~r) = ∑
m

g∗(~rm|~rs)g(~r|~rm) = g†(rTRM|~rs)g(~r|rTRM), (1)

where g(~r|~rm) denotes the field from the mth element of the TRM (1 ≤ m ≤ M) to an arbitrary
field location,~r, and ()∗ and ()† denote the complex conjugate and Hermitian transpose, respectively.
In vector notation, g and rTRM are specified as (M× 1) column vectors. The field for backpropagation,
denoted by g(rTRM|~rs), provides the following synchronized transfer function:

g(rTRM|~rs) ≈∑
n

g(~rn|rTRM)e−iωtn , (2)

where g(~rn|rTRM) represents a-priori sampled transfer functions between the TRM and VSA. Prior to
backpropagation, the time delay, tn, of the line of sight between the nth element of the VSA (1 ≤ n ≤ N)

and the selected location,~rs, is applied to the sampled transfer functions assuming that the field beyond
the VSA is a homogeneous medium with constant sound speed, c.
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3. Adaptive VSA-Based Multiple TR Focusing

In this section, VSA-based single TR focusing is extended to simultaneous multiple focusing
at arbitrarily selected locations beyond the VSA (hereafter referred to as the adaptive VSA).
Generally, the weight vector, w, can be derived from the following objective function with
multiple constraints:

min
w

w†Rw subject to M†w = f. (3)

The solution to this optimization problem is well known and can be found using the Lagrange
multiplication method as

w = R−1M
(

M†R−1M
)−1

f, (4)

where R is the cross spectral density matrix, which contains the information of the synchronized
transfer functions corresponding to the selected multiple locations.

R = g(rTRM|~rs1)g†(rTRM|~rs1) + g(rTRM|~rs2)g†(rTRM|~rs2) + σ2I. (5)

For simplicity, we consider only two focal locations,~rs1 and~rs2, which can be easily generalized
to more locations. σ2 and I denote a small diagonal loading factor for inverse matrix calculation and
the identity matrix, respectively. The constraint response, f, which is frequently referred to as the
directional constraint [13], is a (P× 1) matrix that forces the response of multiple locations to be unity.
M represents an (M× P) constraint matrix, which is composed of synchronized transfer functions for
the selected locations.

In conventional multiple TR focusing [6], this approach might be impractical because the
transfer functions corresponding to the different PS locations are required to form the constraint
matrix, M; this requires additional measurements. However, our approach simply applies the
time delay corresponding to the selected multiple locations to a-priori sampled transfer functions
(i.e., synchronized transfer functions). Thus, the constraint matrix, M, can be easily formed when the
sampled transfer functions are provided. By backpropagating the weight vector, w, with multiple
constraints, simultaneous multiple focusing with distortionless response, f = [1 1]T, can be achieved
at the selected locations beyond the VSA,

p(~r) = ∑
m

w∗mg(~r|~rm) = w†g(~r|rTRM), (6)

where the weight vector, w, reduces to g(rTRM|~rs) in VSA-based single TR focusing.

4. Simulations in Waveguide

In this section, we investigate the behavior of the adaptive VSA using numerical simulations.
As the weight vector, w, is derived from the constraint matrix, M, which partially includes the
characteristic of the homogeneous medium with constant sound speed, c, the performance of the
adaptive VSA might be sensitive if the actual sound speed in the water column is different from the
assumed constant sound speed, c. Thus, a fundamental question is whether adaptivity (i.e., MCM) can
be applied to VSA-based TR focusing.

The schematic of the numerical simulations is illustrated in Figure 1. The TRM consists of
27 elements spanning a 78-m aperture with a 3-m element spacing in 100-m deep shallow water.
Similarly, the VSA is a 48-m long 17-element vertical array with a 3-m element spacing, located 2 km
from the TRM. A normal mode propagation model [14] is used for numerical simulations with the
following geoacoustic parameters of the sea floor: density ρb = 1.5 g/cm3, compressional sound
speed cb = 1600 m/s, and attenuation αb = 0.2 dB/λ. A range-independent environment with
a simple half-space bottom and a downward-refracting sound speed profile (SSP) shown in Figure 1b
is assumed. An average sound speed of c = 1500 m/s across the VSA is used for the line-of-sight time
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delay, tn. Figure 2 presents the simulated backpropagation results of VSA-based single TR focusing in
the ocean waveguide shown in Figure 1. Each of the backpropagated fields is normalized with respect
to its own maximum and superimposed with the corresponding snapshot times. A 10-ms pulse with
a center frequency of 500 Hz and a Hann window is used for probe transmission. It is clear that the
backpropagated synchronized field is steered over the VSA to a selected location (r = 2.2 km, z = 100 m)
(see Figure 2b) compared to when no time delay is applied (see Figure 2a).

Figure 1. (Color online) Schematic of virtual source array (VSA)-based time reversal (TR) focusing
and waveguide conditions used for numerical simulations. (a) Different vertical arrays, denoted
by time-reversal mirror (TRM) (blue circle) and VSA (red circle), of 27 and 17 elements with 3-m
array spacing are considered in 100-m deep shallow water; (b) Sound speed profile used for normal
mode simulations.

Figure 2. (Color online) Simulated VSA-based single TR focusing. Six snapshots of the backpropagated
field from the TRM are superimposed with the corresponding snapshot times. Each snapshot is
normalized with respect to its own maximum. (a) Without time delay (i.e., tn = 0) for a-priori sampled
transfer functions; (b) Sampled transfer functions are appropriately time delayed; thus, it is clear that
the synchronized field is steered over the VSA to a selected location.
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4.1. Superposition Method

First, we take a look at the case of the superposition method which is the most intuitive
method of simultaneous multiple focusing. The sampled transfer functions between the TRM
and VSA are time delayed corresponding to a line-of-sight distance between the VSA and selected
locations~rs1 = (2.2 km, 50 m) and~rs2 = (2.3 km, 50 m), respectively, and then superimposed prior to
backpropagation from the TRM. Figure 3 shows the simulated time series at two selected locations
for two different profiles, i.e., the isovelocity with a sound speed of c = 1500 m/s (SSP 1, dot-dashed)
and the downward-refracting SSP (SSP 2, solid). Since the sampling frequency is 7500 Hz and fast
Fourier transform size is 8192, the time duration is 1.09 s long. This time duration is not sufficient to
prevent aliasing on the time axis as the pulse propagates (e.g., 2200m

1500m/s ≈ 1.5 s). Thus, a random time
shift was applied to the time series results. Not surprisingly, imperfect pulse compression is achieved
at both selected locations,~rs1 (see Figure 3a) and~rs2 (see Figure 3b), owing to the residual term of the
phase-conjugated field,

p(~r) = ∑
m
[g(~rm|~rs1) + g(~rm|~rs2)]

∗g(~r|~rm) = [g(rTRM|~rs1) + g(rTRM|~rs2)]
†g(~r|rTRM), (7)

where the residual term can be presented as g(rTRM|~rs1)
†g(~rs2|rTRM) in the case of the phase-conjugated

field at location~rs2.

Figure 3. (Color online) Simulated VSA-based multiple TR focusing using superposition method.
The simulated time series are normalized with respect to its own maximum. (a) Time series at
~rs1 = (2.2 km, 50 m); (b) Time series at~rs2 = (2.3 km, 50 m). The residual signal (denoted by a rectangular
box) is clearly observed for the cases of isovelocity with a sound speed of c = 1500 m/s (SSP 1,
dot-dashed) and downward-refracting SSP (SSP 2, solid).

Figure 4 shows snapshot results of field propagation when the superimposed vector is
backpropagated from the TRM, and each number corresponds to a time series at multiple locations in
Figure 3. Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 4 represent the case of isovelocity SSP and downward-refracting
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SSP, respectively. As the synchronized transfer functions corresponding to the two locations are
superimposed and backpropagated, it can be seen that two fields with the appropriate distance are
propagated for simultaneous multiple focusing. Thus, the residual term occurs as fields 1 (left) and
2
′

(right) pass through multiple locations. Also, as shown in the lower panel, the focused fields
(i.e., 2 and 1

′
) are slightly shifted down by the sound speed structure, but are still included in the focal

resolution. The solid line indicates the depth of the focal location (i.e., 50 m).

Figure 4. (Color online) Simulated VSA-based multiple TR focusing using superposition method.
Each panel represents a backpropagated field corresponding to a different single snapshot time.
(a) For isovelocity SSP; (b) For downward-refracting SSP. The numbers here correspond one-to-one
with the time series in Figure 3.

4.2. Adaptive VSA

Figure 5 shows the simulation result of the adaptive VSA. To emphasize the relationship between
sound speed mismatch and the performance changes in multiple focusing, the time series at the
selected locations are normalized with respect to its own maximum as well as the existence of noise is
not considered in numerical simulations. The weight vector, w, is obtained from Equation (4); then, it is
time reversed and backpropagated. Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 5 show the simulated time series at the
selected locations. A comparison between the two different profiles (dot-dashed and solid) provides
strong evidence that the adaptive VSA with multiple constraints is sensitive to sound speed mismatch
(solid) because the residual signal, denoted by a rectangular box, is still observable compared to the
isovelocity case (dot-dashed).

In fact, the weight vector, w, with multiple constraints, f = [1 1]T, can be expressed as the sum
of w1 and w2 with constraints [1 0]T and [0 1]T, respectively. Thus, the weight vector, w = w1 + w2,
can focus distortionless response at the selected locations while simultaneously placing the null at
different locations, as shown in Figure 6, providing time series as a function of depth at range of 2.3 km,
which corresponds to Figure 5b. For isovelocity (see Figure 6a), it is clear that the residual signal is
mitigated as seen in the inset at the bottom right, which is magnified to highlight the location where
the null is to be placed. However, imperfect pulse compression is achieved when the actual SSP in the
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water column is different from the assumed sound speed, c, beyond the VSA owing to the failure of
null placement (i.e., sound speed mismatch) (see Figure 6b).

Figure 5. (Color online) Simulated adaptive VSA-based multiple TR focusing for different types of
profiles. (a) Time series at~rs1 = (2.2 km, 50 m); (b) Time series at~rs2 = (2.3 km, 50 m). While pulse
compression is fully achieved for the isovelocity with a sound speed of c = 1500 m/s (SSP 1, dot-dashed),
the residual signal (denoted by a rectangular box) is still observable for the downward-refracting SSP
(SSP 2, solid).

Figure 6. (Color online) Time series as a function of depth at a range of 2.3 km, which corresponds to
Figure 5b. (a) For isovelocity SSP; (b) For downward-refracting SSP. The null location, denoted by a
rectangular box, is magnified and the residual signal is highlighted at the bottom right.

Figure 7 provides more insight into how nulls are placed in multiple locations through field
propagation. Interestingly, in the case of the isovelocity SSP (see Figure 7a), nulls are placed at the
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corresponding locations,~rs1 and~rs2 (i.e., 1 and 2
′
) as the field is propagated. However, in the case

of the downward-refracting SSP (see Figure 7b), it is clearly shown the nulls are placed at different
locations due to the sound speed mismatch.

Figure 7. (Color online) Simulated adaptive VSA-based multiple TR focusing using MCM method.
Each panel represents a backpropagated field corresponding to a different single snapshot time. (a) For
isovelocity SSP; (b) For downward-refracting SSP. The numbers here correspond one-to-one with the
time series in Figure 5.

5. Robust VSA-Based Multiple TR Focusing

The approach described in this section partially retains Krolik’s application [10] of SVD to
matched-field processing (MFP) and the stability of TR focusing in a fluctuating ocean environment [7].
However, it extends to VSA-based multiple TR focusing, rather than MFP or conventional TR focusing.
As investigated in Section 4.2, the performance of the adaptive VSA is significantly degraded in the
presence of sound speed mismatch owing to the fact that the constraint matrix, M, partially contains the
characteristic of the homogeneous field with constant sound speed, c. In practice, the constraint matrix,
M, can be decomposed into several component matrices using SVD with a best rank K approximation,

M ∼= UΛV†, (8)

where U is an (M× K) matrix whose columns are left singular vectors, Λ is a (K× K) matrix whose
off-diagonal entries are zeros and diagonal elements are the singular values of M, and V is a (P× K)
matrix whose columns are right singular vectors. Indeed, the first singular vector corresponding
to the largest singular value is sufficient to approximate the columns of constraint matrix, M; thus,
the backpropagation vector, w, is reformulated with the response vector, c = [1, 0, · · ·, 0]T,

w = R−1U
(

U†R−1U
)−1

Λ−1V†c. (9)

Figures 8 and 9 provide a clear understanding of VSA-based multiple TR focusing using
SVD method in sound speed mismatch environment. The selected locations were changed to
~rs1 = (2.2 km, 20 m) and ~rs2 = (2.3 km, 40 m) to show the dramatic results of VSA-based multiple
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TR focusing using SVD method, and the results were compared to VSA-based single TR focusing
results at a selected location,~rs2 = (2.3 km, 40 m).

Figure 8. (Color online) Comparison of the simulated time series for the weight vector, w,
with VSA-based single TR focusing (dot-dashed) and VSA-based multiple TR focusing using singular
value decomposition (SVD) (solid) in sound speed mismatch environment. (a) Time series at~rs1 = (2.2 km,
20 m); (b) Time series at~rs2 = (2.3 km, 40 m).

Figure 9. (Color online) Comparison of VSA-based single TR focusing and VSA-based multiple
TR focusing using SVD method in sound speed mismatch environment. Each panel represents
a backpropagated field corresponding to a different single snapshot time. Selected locations are
~rs1 = (2.2 km, 20 m) and~rs2 = (2.3 km, 40 m). (a) VSA-based single TR focusing; (b) VSA-based multiple
TR focusing using SVD method.
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In the case of VSA-based single TR focusing (dot-dashed), pulse compression is achieved at the
selected location,~rs2 = (2.3 km, 40 m), as expected (see Figure 8b), but because the field is not propagated
to the location,~rs1 = (2.2 km, 20 m) (see Figure 9a), incomplete pulse compression and signal spread
over time are observed (see Figure 8a). Note that the normalization of the axis amplified low-amplitude
noise (dot-dashed in Figure 8a). On the other hand, using the SVD method, pulse compression is fully
achieved at both selected locations,~rs1 and~rs2, as shown in Figure 8 (solid), which provides robustness
to sound speed mismatch environment. In addition, Figure 9 shows how the SVD-based method,
unlike the single focusing, can achieve multiple focusing. Figure 9b shows the snapshot result of the
propagated field as the weight vector calculated through Equation (9) is back propagated. In this
case, the weight vector, w, that is backpropagated is a vector that best approximates the synchronized
transfer functions corresponding to the two locations, ~rs1 = (2.2 km, 20 m) and~rs2 = (2.3 km, 40 m),
so that one dominant field propagates unlike the MCM-based method. That is, although the SVD-based
TR focusing is not a simultaneous focusing method, it is a robust multiple focusing method of forming
a field that passes through multiple focal locations even in sound speed mismatch environment. In this
case, two fields separated in the vertical direction are propagated to satisfy multiple focusing. The field
corresponding to the number 2 is an unnecessary field at the focal location,~rs1 = (2.2 km, 20 m), but is
a field for focusing at the location,~rs2 = (2.3 km, 40 m) (i.e., the number 2

′
).

6. Summary

VSA-based single TR focusing successfully steers the synchronized field to a selected location
beyond the VSA for which the field is assumed as a homogeneous medium with constant sound speed.
In this study, the approach was extended to simultaneous multiple focusing using the adaptive method
(MCM), resulting in pulse compression with mitigation of interference for the isovelocity with the same
sound speed as that of the field beyond the VSA. However, in the presence of sound speed mismatch,
imperfect pulse compression is achieved because of the failure of placing the null at the desired location
owing to the mismatch. To achieve robustness, the constraint matrix is decomposed using SVD to
obtain the backpropagation vector that best approximates the column vectors of the constraint matrix.
Numerical simulations demonstrate the feasibility of VSA-based multiple TR focusing and validate its
robustness.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

TR Time reversal
TRM Time-reversal mirror
VSA Virtual source array
MCM Multiple constraints method
SVD Singular value decomposition
ATRM Adaptive time-reversal mirror
MFP Matched-field processing
SSP Sound speed profile
PS Probe source
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